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Advice Letter Worksheet
We Need Your Help!
You’ve heard a lot about how your abilities can grow and change.  You’ve seen scientific studies that 
show that people can grow connections in their brain and can improve through effort, strategies, and 
help from others.   

Now we’d like you to help us teach other youth to remember that people’s ability can change.  It will 
be more helpful for those youth if you write things in your own words.  We’d like you to complete this 
worksheet and then we will anonymously give your responses to next year’s youth.  
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Results From A Youth Survey

Researchers surveyed youth your age who went through these same mindset workshops a year earlier.  Here are some of the 
results:

Almost all of the youth wrote about times when they failed at something or when they tried something, and it didn’t 
work out.

Also, almost all of the youth say that now they don’t feel as bad when these setbacks occur, because they know that 
their abilities can change.  They know that their talents are not set or fixed.

Quotes From Young People

Advice Letter
On the next page please write a letter giving advice about the growth mindset.  Focus on your thoughts and feelings, and don’t 
worry about spelling, grammar, or how well it is written.  We will give your letter anonymously to a young person next year. 

“I was struggling through math...I always had 

trouble with it. So I decided to stay an extra hour 

after school with my teacher.  I definitely saw a big 

jump (in my grades)...

There’s no such thing as someone who is just born 

naturally good at something... it’s something that 

you need to work on.”

     -Namibia

“If you can’t do something, you have to keep 

on trying until you get it right.  If you can’t 

get it right, ask somebody.  Even though you 

have rough times, you can get over them.”

         -Sequoia High School Student
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Advice Letter
Describe a time when you felt like you failed at something.   Please write 3-5 sentences.  Now imagine that the same event 
you described happened to the person you are giving advice to.  What could you say to help him or her understand that 
abilities can change?  Please write 1-3 paragraphs after your description above. Include your own thoughts, feelings and 
experiences.

Date:

Dear young person,


